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1 Introduction
We are very pleased to announce the latest release of Votiro's Secure File Gateway, version
9.5. The focus on this version has been on scaling. We have achieved a stable 5-node
environment with a throughput in excess of 100,000 files per hour.

We introduce a portal where users can enter passwords for password protected files,
managed as part of the process for Positive Selection Engine. The portal is designed for
minimal interruption, so users can continue working securely and without waiting for admin
involvement for the release of their files.

In this release we have added to the suit of file families recognized for Positive Selection
Engine.We have added four file types in the MacOS family.

As always, we fixed several bugs and carried out general product maintenance to provide a
more stable environment with an ever-increasing throughput of files for processing.
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2 New Features
The following new features and improvements are added to this version of Votiro's Secure
File Gateway.

2.1 Password Protected File - Portal

This release introduces the Password Protected File (PPF) portal, a
feature for end users to have direct control over managing their
password protected files safely and securely.

The PDF and portal can both be customized, resulting in messages
and images consistent with your organization's branding and style.

2.2 Introduction of a 5 Node Cluster

In this release we scaled from a standard 3-node cluster to a 5-node
cluster. The throughput of files processed for Positive Selection
Engine has significantly increased, with minimal additional overhead
seen on each worker node.

2.3 Support for Mac File Formats

In this release we added four Mac OS file formats to our detection
process, enabling Mac users to collaborate securely.

Prior to this inclusion we had blockedMAC OS files, which remains
the default setting. With the recognition of these file types, users
can create exception or added as an exception.

2.4 Increased Throughput to 100k Files per hour

As alluded to in our version 9.4 release notes, we have significantly
scaled the throughput of files in version 9.5, when using a cluster
configuration of 5 nodes.

We are consistently seeing in excess of 100k files per hour go
through our Positive Selection Engine engine to deliver 100% safe
files to your workforce.

And there's more...
We are looking forward to introducing the redesigned Secure File Gateway in just a few
more weeks...
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3 Deprecated Features
We are pleased to announce that no features have been deprecated in version 9.5.
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